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A child is born for us Where we had thought to find
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A ruler armed with weapons bright, An army close behind.
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A child lies in the straw.

When we thought to a -

A ruler clad in scar - let robes.

A - stride the winds of war.
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A child sleeps in the night When we had hoped to
see A ruler riding on the morn To splendid victory.

A child cries out for milk

A Child Is Born for Us
When we had hoped to hear a ruler shouting

battle cries as foes fall down in fear.

poco rit.
A Child Is Born for Us

This child will grow and die
For us who looked for less Than_

In human helplessness, in
God to come to us en-fleshed
In human help, in human help, in

In human helplessness, in
A Child Is Born for Us

For our astonished eyes to see, Who thought that death was
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might._ We praise you, God most wise! For death has had its
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Your Love was born and died and rose in flesh to rout death's pow'r.

In poco rit. molto rit.